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Scenario

Methods
➔

Is it “empty”?

Results

Information-Theoretic Reward Shaping (ITRS) Overview:

Is it “red” and “soft”?
Is it a “cylindrical”
“container”?
➔

➔

Objects:

Attributes: blue, full, cylindrical, mediumweight, container…
➔

➔

Actions:

➔

grasp
lift
shake
Sensory modalities: vision, audio, haptics…

Transition Diagram:

...

Problem Definitions
➔ Offline Robot Attribute Learning (Off-RAL)
◆ produces a binary classifier 𝚿 for action-attribute pair
◆ estimates if an attribute applies to an object given streaming
sensory data
Off-RAL requires large amounts of exploration data at training time.
➔ Robot Attribute Identification (RAI)
◆ produces an action policy 𝛑 given 𝚿
◆ aims to sequentially select actions to identify the attribute(s)
in each identification task while minimizing the action cost
★ Online Robot Attribute Learning (On-RAL)
◆ produces an action policy 𝛑 while learning 𝚿
◆ aims to minimize the discounted cumulative action cost and
maximize the success rate of attribute identification
Rational On-RAL agents learn from data collected in early tasks,
trading off early-phase performance for long-term performance.

➔ State Space 𝑿 ✕ 𝒀 :
◆ 𝑿 is specified by fully observable domain
variables (current states of the
robot-object system, e.g, whether grasp
and drop are successful or not)
◆ 𝒀 is specified by partially domain
variables (N queried attributes)
➔

Observation Functions: (Amiri et al., 2018)

➔ Datasets:
◆ CY101 (Tatiya and Sinapov, 2019)
◆ ISPY32 (Thomason et at., 2016)
➔ Baselines:
◆ Random Legal (Thomason et al., 2018)
◆ Repeated Assembly (Amiri et al., 2018)
➔ Experimental results show that ITRS enables the robot to complete
attribute identification tasks at a higher accuracy using the same
amount of training time compared to baselines.

Conclusions
➔

➔
◆

Reward Shaping:
Real-world reward function Rreal
● rewards (or penalizes) successful (or unsuccessful) identifications
● reflects exploratory action cost (e.g., 0.5 for look and 22.0 for press)

◆

Perception quality:

◆

Interaction experience:

➔

We focus on a novel On-RAL problem where the robot is required
to complete attribute identification tasks and learn its observation
model for each attribute at the same time
We propose an algorithm called ITRS that achieves the trade-off
between exploration (actively collecting data for attribute learning)
and exploitation (using the learned attributes for identification tasks)
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